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It’s another clean sweep for
Max Childs at the Spring Rally
TYRO - clear all day for victory well done Max

July - August
2014

HBLRO committee.
Give them all your support; let them know what’s done well, what
you enjoyed, any new ideas. Write to the Newsletter Editor and
get any Land Rover thoughts printed and off your chest. Most
importantly, get along to the events, get involved and get more
out of HBLRO by putting a little in.
Chairman. Elton Jonsson, Elton.Jonsson@HBRO.Co.UK
Secretary

Niall Banyard,

Treasurer. Cary Osborn

Niall.Banyard@HBRO.Co.UK
cary.osborn@hbro.co.uk

Competition Secretary & Permits Officer. Steve Aston,
Tel: 01256 841584 Mobile: 07785 350565
Steve.Aston@HBRO.Co.UK
Membership Secretary and Newsletter Distribution.
Kevin Wood, Tel: 01256 896958 Kevin.Wood@HBRO.Co.UK
Newsletter Editor & ALRC Liaison.
Steve Kirby, Tel 020 8287 0377 Steve.Kirby@HBRO.Co.UK
Rights of Way and Green Lanes.
Julian Mallard, Julian.Mallard@HBRO.Co.UK
Social & Camping Secretary. Dave Scoffield
dave.scoffield@hbro.co.uk
Health & Safety Officer.

Niall Banyard, Niall.Banyard@HBRO.Co.UK

Special Events officer.
Neil Tomlinson, Tel: 07771 923893 Neil.Tomlinson@HBRO.Co.UK
Web Site Editor.

Ian Parker, HBLRO.online@Googlemail.com

Club Shop: Heather Joyce.
Child Protection officer: Anne Wood.
Scrutineers:- Mark Ambler. Andy Bunyan.
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Editor’s bit....
Deadline for the next issue is
August 20th but don’t wait until
then, start sending in your
contributions now. Articles can be
in almost any word processor
format but if you have taken
photos but do not wish to write
anything, just e-mail the photos to
me. Ideally, include the event and
the driver (where you know their
name) in the filename, such as
Steve-Aston-Nelly’s-RTV.JPG.
This way this information will stay
with the photo.

Hants & Berks Magazine in email
format.
If you no long wish to receive a
printed mag and are happy to
receive it by email, please can you
contact Kevin Wood with your
current email address.
Steve Kirby, Editor.

Land required
If you are aware of any land in your area that we may
be able to use for our events please can you bring it to
the attention of either Steve Aston or any member of
the committee.

Christmas party
I know that it’s a little way away yet but this year we
will be putting on a Christmas do... Watch for more
details as the time approaches.
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Elton’s end ....
It has been a busy time this
Spring, since I last wrote we have
had a succession of events and
firstly I should like to pass on my
thanks to Mark Ambler for hosting
us at Hook End for the Spring Rally.
I wasn’t able to stay for the whole
weekend but I was able to marshal at
the RTV, congratulations to Andy
Bunyan for a great drive and to all
the other drivers who took part in
the weekend’s events.
Before you knew it the next
event was on top of us, the Nationals.
This will be reported elsewhere in
this mag but those who attended
upheld the best fighting traditions
of the club and acquitted themselves
well, gathering some silverware in
their travels. My next event was the
BAMA Magnum Spirit NavEx at the
beginning of June at the Millbrook
Proving Grounds.
The club was invited to attend to
support the competing crews made up
from Millbrook’s own back room
staff, we were to act as ‘experts’ and
guide them in driving skills and
navigation techniques whilst they
took part in the event. As such I
went up to Bedford along with Neil
Tomlinson, Niall & Morgan Banyard,
Simon Newington and Adrian Rowley
to help out. On meeting our crews I
found myself crewed up with the
Millbrook chap who one the Millbrook

class last year, unfortunately the
rest of his crew didn’t turn up so,
instead of just being there to advise
I found myself acting as his
Navigator as well.
Millbrook is an incredible site,
every surface and type of road can
be found there, from the off road
sections to the Alpine pass, Belgian
pave to a high speed straight
(although we were speed limited so
couldn’t make full use of that). It was
a full on day with the different
disciplines coming thick and fast,
orienteering, a scatter, a safari, a
sequential in the morning. After a
quick stop for lunch at an excellent
mobile catering facility it was more
of the same, day navigation, a second
safari and an aerial challenge; if you
don’t know what those are you really
do need to give it a try. The
organisation was second to none and,
when the awards were handed out, I
was pleasantly surprised to find that
my driver and I had picked up third
place for the Millbrook teams. I’m
still not sure how we managed that.
Many thanks to BAMA for inviting us
to take part.
It seemed that no sooner had I
recovered from that I was off again,
this time on the long slog down to
Plympton for the Cornwall & Devon
Charity RTV at the end of June. As
this was the same weekend as
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Glastonbury I decided to avoid the
A303 andtake the southern route of
the A31 / A35 to Honiton, we all
make mistakes. I think that I
encountered every caravan, large
goods vehicle and OAP in the South
West before I got to Newnham Park
but I still managed to pick up a
convoy of other members as we left
the A38. We got on site and set up
two camps, the peace loving caravan
dwellers separated from the more
rowdy element of the club by the
strategic placement of Mark’s
marquee. I was down there as the
token Marshal, reserve driver and
Press Officer, keeping the HBLRO
Facebook page up to date during the
weekend. I spent Saturday
marshalling the group that included
our LWB team of Garry White, Joe
Stacey and Steve Aston; a day in the
woods in torrential rain that
produced an overall score that was
middling at best, the highlight of the
day being Steve achieving a “one” on
a section where his co-driver, Ian
Joyce, was literally holding onto the
nearside wing after it had been
peeled back. This was followed by a
relaxing period in which cars were
fettled (a bit more fettling than was
strictly necessary for Kiwi Dave’s
wagon). Then we went to join the
festivities in the beer tent, it all
gets a bit hazy after that but I
expect you have seen the facebook
pictures. I will just point out that I
don’t normally wear Western gear

but there was a prize at stake for
the best fancy dress, one which
Steve A finished off in fine style.
Day two dawned a bit drier than
previously and I was back off to
marshal in the woods with a
different group of competitors, this
time I had a group of SWB
competitors to see through the ten
sections. My lot were reasonably
behaved so it was fascinating to see
Ashley Bartlett bring Bumble in at
lunchtime with a wing hanging off and
the speed in which it was sorted, has
the ALRC considered a rule change to
allow the use of Velcro?
All too soon the prize giving came
around, congratulations to the LWB
team who saw off a strong challenge
from C&D to narrowly take the LWB
trophy. That team must have had a
storming second day!
These last couple of months have
been great fun and it has been good
to spend time with such a committed
bunch of people, drivers, passengers
and supporters alike. We have more
of the same coming up over the next
few months with RTVs, two BAMA
events, the Mendips and the Majors
as well as the skittles evening and
the Summer rally. I hope to see you
at these events.
Elton Jonsson.
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Spiderman (aka Dean Lawrence) makes an appearance in
the campsite at the ALRC National Rally.

Ashley Bartlett celebrating his
2nd place in class 7 in the CCV.
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Hugh Duffett with his trophy for his class in win in the competitive safari.

Mark Ambler with his trophies for 1st in class 4 in the CCV
and the Competitive safari.
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Scrutineering & Off Road Committee.
Several members suffered
strife at the ALRC National Rally
this year on the matter of damper
mounts. This subject came to light
at the Scrutineering & Off Road
Committee meeting of 22nd March
2014. I missed this meeting and I
sincerely apologise for not picking
up on this issue and reporting it to
the members in time for the
National Rally; and
causing
those
m e m b e r s
inconvenience and
expense.
Background:At the 22nd
March
meeting,
ther e
was
a
proposal to allow
inverted U type
damper mounts in
Standard
Class
v e h i c l e s.
(See
picture, right.)
This is not a
standar d
Land
Rover part and can
be bought in different heights. If
they were just like-for-like then it
would not be seen as such a problem.
The manufacturers state that
the single front shock absorber
bracket is manufactured from heavy
duty steel and replaces the existing

turret mount which is susceptible to
corrosion by allowing a build-up of
dirt inside which is hard to clean
thoroughly. The new design is
harder wearing and easier to clean.
The rules in Standard Class
state that “dampers are free” and
in modified that “additional
dampers may be fitted”
In standard class “additional
damper
mounting
are permitted” was
to allow standard
comp safari motors
to
have
t wo
dampers in place.
There
was
no
description as to
what they should
look like but the
original mountings
should
still
be
there.
Damper
mounts
may be changed
only on Standard
Class Series I’s to
g i v e
m o r e
clearance.
It would appear that 90% of
vehicles that are running with
different dampers will have
different mountings on as well so
this will put vehicles in the Modified
class.
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It is thought that these may be
wanted to allow even more extreme
dampers to be used.
This query highlighted the fact
that mounts of this design are not
permitted in any ALRC class. It
seems to have slipped through the
net for years. A new rule will be
needed to permit these.
The following proposal was put
forward by the S&ORC as a
clarification to the vehicle
regulations for immediate
implementation.

the comp safari vehicles complied
with the rules. Clubs should be
enforcing this rule at club level so it
is not a surprise to drivers when
they are moved to a modified class
at the 2014 National Rally.
In standard class the wording
says that dampers are free and that
additional damper mountings are
permitted to be in place but it does
not say that the damper mountings
can be changed. Members are asking
what competitive advantage they
gain by changing the mountings when
they can already fit different
dampers? More articulation can be
achieved by fitting them if they are
a different size. It makes it very
difficult for the scrutineers to
differentiate between the
different sizes.
A rule change proposal is needed
for this to be allowed in Standard
Class and needs to be put in by the
1st June so that the clubs can vote
on it at the next ALRC AGM

C.6.2. Damper mounts are free.
Voting for this was 8 for, 0
against, 0 abstentions.
This was discussed for
ratification by the ALRC Council
after the last meeting, where it was
approved. Note that this decision
legalises these mounts for Modified
Class vehicles.
There have now been complaints
made by members about this rule as
it puts otherwise standard vehicles
into modified class. This rule was
originally proposed to ensure that

Steve Kirby.
ALRC Representative.

HBLRO On-Line

Don’t forget to visit our Web site at www.hbro.co.uk
Also see the Association of Land Rover Clubs Ltd at www.alrc.co.uk
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Green Laning - And then there was One
We initially started off with 5
vehicles wanting to go out GL in the
Newbury area, with the aim of
arriving at the Spring Rally at Hook
End farm for the BBQ with the
other campers. Friday night saw an
email from Mick who had a rumbling
rear end (trip to the doctors ?),
which turned out to be a rear wheel
bearing which the water had got
into and damaged, so we were down
to 4 vehicles meeting at Chieveley
Services. So, one down, four to go.
We set off for the first lanes
which are very close to the services.

These are great lanes and nice to
drive. A few puddles but mainly dry.
We had Barry/Sally in their 2”
lifted Freelander 1 with A/T’s plus
Cary/Sharon and Adam/Andrew in
90’s.
We had a great mornings laning
and found some really nice lanes,
some close but many straight
forward. It was probably 5 years
ago that I had driven some of these
lanes plus there were some that I
don’t think I had driven before.
The first tow required was for
Cary who had got high centred right

Cary getting a tow after blaming the tyres.
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at the start of a lane, a quick pull
and he was free to continue. He
blamed his half used A/T’s because
he hadn’t had time to put his muds
on – after all this was just a gentle
drive out into the lanes. A few lanes
later it was Barry’s turn to get
stuck on a very rutted lane, once
again a quick pull and a tow up a
steep hill got Barry free. I must
admit it was quite challenging as I
had also only just go up the hill due
to ruts and only having A/T. Adam
with his muds was able to pull Barry
up the hill as well, without too much
drama.
We starting looking around for
pubs to stop at and asked the locals
if the nearby pub was any good –
‘very expensive’ was one reply, you
are best to go to the one back in
the other direction. But we carried
on and found a nice pub called the
‘Sun in the Wood’ where we all
enjoyed a big lunch and a pint whilst
sitting outside in the glorious
sunshine.
We were still south west of the
A34, so the plan for the afternoon
was to go north up to the Wantage
area and then work our way east
towards Reading and drop down to
the
farm
from
the
Ridgeway.
About
1
hour after

lunch we came to a full stop. I
reversed back to find Adam opening
his bonnet and turning the engine
over but it’s not running. Cracking
various fuel pipe unions led to the
conclusion that no fuel was coming
out of the fuel pump. So out with
the tow strop, and an early
retirement for Adam at the local
pub, 3 miles down the road. He had
to be AA relayed home after a
broken timing belt was confirmed by
the AA man, so out with the
spanners for him to replace the
bent valves and timing belt. (See
below) Two down, three to go.

Bent valve anybody? - don't forget
to change your timing belt.
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Whilst we were saying goodbye
to Adam and lamenting him having to
spend time in the pub while waiting
for the recovery truck, Cary noticed
that he was leaking diesel from his
engine which was only a trickle on
tick-over but was spewing out when
on throttle. He decided that it
would be best to go straight home
instead of continuing with us. Three
down, two to go.
We were running out of vehicles
quickly but Barry and I decided that
we would carry on but cut the route
shorter than I had planned for, so

undergrowth obscuring up to half
the track. Not a very used lane
then. One particularly interesting
bit was a squeeze between tree
roots on one side and the risk of
crunching ones wing on the other
side against a big tree. Barry
watched from behind as I rode up
on the roots and climbed over them
with a jolt. I have big walled tyres
which probably took out much of the
jolt. Barry wasn’t as lucky with his
smaller tyres, the jolt actually
damaged his front suspension. The
lower control arm had twisted

Barry bent Freelander control arm.
as not to arrive late for the BBQ.
We found some more great lanes
and some a little flooded with
stagnant water which smelled a lot.
We had the usual green lane
clearance down one lane which took
about 10 minutes to clear a path.
One particularly challenging lane
wound around trees with soft

though about 30° (see below) which
offset the wheel in the wheel arch
by a couple of inches on the
passenger side. Four down, one to
go.
I think Barry took the sensible
decision to call it a day and to go
home early – just in case he had
further problems on the way home.
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home without
going via the
Oops, should be a bigger gap here Barry
BBQ.
Well,
an
eventful
trip
out but a shame
that we broke
3 vehicles – I
must
admit,
recently it has
been me who
has had to be
towed
home
after
various
incidences
whilst
out
So we gently drove out of the lane
leading the group. Now all I have to
and cleaned the mud from our
do it get it clean enough so the
number plates and lights and went
garage man passes it when I take it
our separate ways. I decided not to
for its MOT before the next outing.
go to the BBQ as we were still west
See you on the next one,
of the A34 and it was a 55 mile trip
Julian Mallard

Huge ruts defeat the Freelander.
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CONTENT REQUIRED
All, we need your help to make this mag
bulge with cool stuff. Loads of you take
part in lots of the events we put on so
please can you put pen to paper and share
the love. Submissions in just about any
format can be used. Please send your
scribblings direct to the editor at:
steve.kirby@hbro.co.uk
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Skittles evening
The Golden Pot, Alton
We are holding a skittles evening on the 6th
of September at the Golden Pot. Food,
drinks, chat and of course a skittles battle
with a trophy to the winner! - all for just
£11.00 per head to play and for the buffet
(excluding drinks)
Only 40 places are available so you will need
to get your finger out and book your slot
Book your place direct with Dave Scoffield
(dave.scoffield@hbro.co.uk) your booking will
be confirmed once we receive your dosh.
Payments direct to Cary Osborn either by
cheque or if you want to pay by bank
transfer please contact Cary for our bank
details
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Spring Rally RTV pictures
Andy Bunyan with a breath-taking
drive for 1st overall.

We had to feel for poor Russ
Smith suffering a mechanical failure on section 1 - unlucky Russ.
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Nice to see Rob Smith finding
his feet at the club - looking forward to seeing more of you Rob.

Spring Rally RTV pictures
Alan Braclik had to be pleased
with himself - 1st in class - first
event after a total vehicle re-build.
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Garry White demonstrating that diesel
power is just as good as V8 power with
a find class 5 win at the Spring Rally.

MSA Inter-Regional TYRO
The MSA have awarded us the task or organising
this year’s MSA Inter-regional TYRO event.
We have booked the site and created all the
information for the event (see our web site) the
event will be held on Sunday the 21st of September
at the Aldermaston site. Please take a moment to
review the info on the web as we would really like to
be able to enter 2 or event 3 teams.
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SwiftUK is the company that produces our club clothing. Please feel free to
browse their internet site as they can produce a wide variety of garments.
If you like the look of something particular we are able to have the HBLRO logo
added and order the garment on your behalf.

Copyright Notice:Unless otherwise indicated, articles and items in this newsletter
(except those that refer to forthcoming events) may be reproduced without
prior permission on condition that the author and the HBLRO are
acknowledged. References to forthcoming events may be published only with
prior written permission.

Disclaimer

All business advertisements in this newsletter are placed on a
commercial basis by the companies and individuals concerned. The inclusion
of an advertisement is not an endorsement by Hants & Berks Land Rover
Owners Ltd of the company concerned or its products and services.
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ALRC National Rally
Stainby Quarry, Grantham
Once again we are grateful to the ALRC and supporting
clubs who put on such a good event this year. As usual
HBLRO supported the event with a number of members taking part in this years events and once again we
returned with a good collection of wins.

So well done to the following members:Mark Ambler - 1st place in class 4 in the CCV (also
picking up the Land Rover Owners Rickards Trophy) - 1st place in class 4 in the Comp Safari
Ashley Bartlett - 2nd place in class 7 in the CCV
Liam Cooper - 1st place in the bicycle trial (12 - 16
year old group)
Alan Braclik - 2nd place in class 4 in the CCV
Hugh Duffett - 1st place in class 2 in the Comp
Safari
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Well done to Liam Cooper
for his great win in the 12
- 16 year old group on the
bike trial that the ALRC
National Rally.
All pictures courtesy of 'Bosun Cam'
All of these pictures and more can be bought at: www.bosuncam.org.uk/

It’s clear from Marks performance at the Nationals that you
cannot keep a good man down.
Even with a change of class,
Mark enjoyed 1st place in class
4 in both the CCV and Comp.
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Even though this was Alan Braclik's first comp he drove
out of his skin for a superb 2nd in class in the comp.
All pictures courtesy of 'Bosun Cam'
All of these pictures and more can be bought at: www.bosuncam.org.uk/

Hugh Duffett demonstrates that experience counts in this sport
with a fine class win in the comp at the ALRC National Rally.
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July - August Caption Competition.
What is being said by whom and about whom? Send in your suggestions.

May - June Caption Competition Winner
Hil's, if you think you’re going to scratch your initials
on this tree like you did on the one at Hook End you are
going to have to come through me first.

Grrr I hate velcro, mobile phones and
plastic zips and most of all I hate lighting
the gas on caravan fridges... Grrr

Unfortunatly the sender of last month’s winning submission looks to have forgotten to
leave his name... so can you own up to the submission ?
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More 4x4 Ltd
Service & Sales
Tel . 01420 475303
Fax . 01420 488816

Parts
Tel . 01420 475304
Fax .01420 488877

E-mail : Info@more4x4ltd.co.uk

“Run By An Enthusiast For The Enthusiast”















Servicing
Repairs
Upgrades
Air Conditioning Servicing
Welding
Mot Repairs
Laser wheel Alignment
Auto logic Diagnostic
Spares
Accessories
Off road Prep.
One off builds
Trailer servicing
A One Stop 4x4 Shop

Specialists in :Land Rover , Classic Range Rover , Range
Rover , Range Rover Sport , Discovery One ,
Discovery Two , Discovery Three , Freelander.

www.more4x4ltd.co.uk
The Workshop, Dean Farm, Main Road,
Kingsley, Bordon, Hampshire, GU35 9NG

Defender

Discovery

Freelander
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Range Rover

Results Page.
Spring Rally RTV – Sunday 4th May 2014
Overall event winner
Class 4:
Class 5:
Class 10:

Andy Bunyan
1st
1

st

1

st

Alan Braclik
Garry White
Andy Bunyan

2nd

Kevin Wood

nd

Steve Aston

nd

Niall Banyard

2
2

Niall’s charitable
spanner man:
Clerk of the course:

Not awarded – for the first time no brainless damage
and no wallies !
Mark Ambler

Sign on marshal:

Ian Parker, Hilary James

Scrutineer:

Mark Ambler

Marshals:

Matt Hewitt, Ian Parker, Hilary James, Ian Joyce, David
Scoffield, Mel Betteridge, Adam Betteridge, Elton Jonsson, Ashley Bartlett
Matt Hewitt, Mark Ambler, Phil Wallbank, Jack Wallbank, Allan Strachen, Alan Braclik

Setting out:

Spring Rally TYRO – Monday 5th May 2014
1st licensed class
nd

2

licensed class

rd

Max Chiles
Sarah Bearcroft

3 licensed class

Ian Joyce

1st Unlicensed class

Alex Butcher

nd

2

Unlicensed class

Paul Vaughan

3rd Unlicensed class

Morgan Banyard

Clerk of the course:

Steve Aston

Sign on marshal:

Ian Parker

Scrutineer:

Steve Aston

Marshals:

Ian Parker, Hilary James, Garry White

Setting out:

Steve Aston, Alan Strachan, Phil Wallbank
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Regular Events
* Southern Pub Meet - Venue change. Last Wednesday of each
month, Noggin & Natter at the Cormorant, 181 Castle Street,
Porchester, Nr Fareham, PO16 9QX Tel: 02392 379374
(www.thecormorant.co.uk)
* Northern Pub meet: First Thursday of each month May will be at
the Crown and Cushion (just outside Camberley) June through to
October will be at the Water Witch in Odiham. Maps to both
locations can be found on the club web site
* Green-lane trips will usually be as advertised elsewhere. There will
be someone present to indicate rights of way on the maps. Please
bring your own maps of Hampshire and Berkshire, in case you get
lost. If there is a lot of rain on the few preceding days,
anticipate postponement.
I’ve printed the dates of everything I know about at the
moment on the next page, so get your diaries out! Note that
provisional events are printed in italics. Will event organisers please
let me know when any of these is confirmed / changed / cancelled
etc.. Major changes, cancellations etc. Will be highlighted in bold
text.
Green laners:-See article(s) elsewhere for details of the next
trip(s).

HBLRO On-Line

Don’t forget to visit our Web site at www.hbro.co.uk
Also see the Association of Land Rover Clubs Ltd at www.alrc.co.uk
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2014

Events in italics are provisional so please check for updates
and maps on our website:-

http://www.hbro.co.uk/calender.htm
Date
July 12
July 13
July 27
Aug 22 - 25

Aug 24

Sept ??
Sept 6
Sept 20
Sept 21
Sept 28

Site
Location to be
confirmed
Bramley Training area
(Hampshire)
Hampage Farm,
Winchester SO24 0HY
Mannington
BH21 7JT
Start location to be
confirmed - end point
will be at Mannington to
join the Summer Rally
BBQ
The location is at
Farleigh Wallop (nr
Basingstoke).
The Golden Pot, Alton
GU34 4DJ
Start location to be
confirmed Harbour Hills,
Aldermaston,
Hampshire
RG7 4PH
Hogmoor (near Bordon,
Hampshire GU35 9TA )

Event
Green Laning
Contact Julian Mallard
BAMA event: Bramley Express
RTV (SS3)
Summer Rally See details elsewhere in this issue.
RTV (SS4)
Green Laning
Contact Julian Mallard for more information and to
book your place
Hampshire Horse Watch Charity Event
Once again we have been asked to assist with roving
and static marshals for this event
If you are able to assist please contact Elton Jonsson
Skittles evening
Green Laning
Contact Julian Mallard for more information.
MSA Inter-Regional Team TYRO We are proud to be the organising club for this great
annual event
RTV and Pay & Play day (SS5)

Event Timings
Competitor Sign-on - 08:30am - 09:30 am
Scrutineering - 08:30 - 09:30 am
Driver & Marshals briefing - 09:45 am
Event start - 10:00 am
Entry fee for RTV: £17.00 per driver. Entry fee for Tyro: £12.50 per driver
Driving Days Site opens to public - 10:00 am Site closes - 15:00 pm
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Top marks to Ashley Bartlett and Dean Lawrence for attempting the 'triple' at the
ALRC National Rally. Unfortunately Ashley's luck ran out half way through the
comp on day 3 with a mechanical failure that even he was not able to overcome...
better luck next year Ash !
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